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Flitting

By Samantha Holden

Out of the corner of my eye I see

a cardinal dart into view

and land on the hydrangea bush

just outside the window, its browned blossoms

still holding on from last summer.

The cardinal,

a female,

her crowning plumes a muted orange,

snips off a dead hydrangea blossom

with her beak

and flies away.
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Shelter-in-place

By Mia Hoppel

Not seafoam or schools of little fish.

I am a shard of glass.
I am a flower petal with a knife’s edge.
Glass which sparkles
Like glitter where it breaks.

I am trapped here.
I will roll around in the surf which I’ve been cast into
Turned smooth like a rock.
I will lose my shine to the current
And become one with the sand again.

I should not be in the ocean

I am not a seal or a green weed which wafts through the waves

I am a shard of glass.
I will be forced to float here in the brine,
Ignored and tossed around,
As I am,

For as long as the ocean will have me.

It’s taken me.
I shrink and my sides become soft,
To fit the sea's demand.
I was lethal.
Now I will always be seaglass.
Always clinging to the ocean.
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New Developments

By Samantha Holden

Tangles of overgrown trees
become flattened fields, their barrenness
a stark contrast,
and uninterrupted fields
become housing developments,
how predictable.

As the clearing and construction commences
all I can feel is
helplessness
at the mercy of unnatural disasters
as unstoppable, irreversible,
as hurricanes.

I am helpless as mankind wields its scythe
and strikes down what is already living,
and growing
(how ironic their destruction is called growth),
transforming the landscape of my home
beyond repair.

What took decades to cultivate
took an instant
to raze.
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Dawn

By Owen Healy

All of my attention focused in raptured consciousness
Eyes fixed and body locked in motion
I look down the tunnel cone at the destination
When in my desperation
I didn't notice the ground becoming fluid
But my eyes tore from the spot on the mountain
As it faded in fog
I try to walk towards something
But my legs will not walk
My path is an infinite mobius
My eyes spy the endless fog of transcended vagueness
And the air around me moves in all directions at once.

My feeling of self fluidity stagnates
And my muscles and tendons tighten to rocks
I am lost
It is a fog of grey ice and calcium.

I close my eyes and wait
something hits me on the forehead
A knock sending reverberations like a coconut

And I am sent spinning backwards
When I feel the warmth I open my eyes
Dawn broke on my brain
So frozen it could not move
It thaws in the sunlight
And the world changes around me
As I change my view.
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The Beauty of Life

By Lianna Cody

Behold, the natural wonders
Mountains stand tall proudly
Daring people to climb them

Oceans stretch for miles
Leading from one land of people to another

Oh what a sight to see
With every gush of a wave
That sparkles in the sun

Leaves so green hang on branches
Swaying in a light breeze

In the midst of spring

In winter time
Snow falls down gracefully
Creating a blanket of white

Wild animals roam around the earth
Big and small

Fighting for survival

Families gather together
Showing love to one another

Children laugh and play
With parents saying “Aww”

And many more beauties
Of the natural world
Not even mentioned

With some still awaiting
In the future
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How to Bake a Neutron Star

By Daniel Hoover

Don’t use neutrons.
It seems an obvious choice to put them on,
but the result is always a mess most sour.
These stars must collapse naturally into their mold,
as bread rises from flour.

I begin with hydrogen.
As with yeast, it activates at a critical heat.
It converts after beaten
to a plasma with gravity, my beloved rolling pin.
Make sure to watch its nuclear journey
through half the elements described by chemistry.

Soon, by exponential hop
through oxygen, sodium, silicon, chromium and more,
the fusion reactions come to a stop
and through the fires of the nova
you may extract the neutronium core.

The rest is up to you.
I like to slice and dice it with my city-sized cleaver
to get at the nuclear pasta residue.
Or make a pair, and set them turning inside a bowl of mixed time and
space.
It’s a gravitational maelstrom, for two.
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Photo by Ruth Hoover
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Stagnation

By Owen Healy

Imagine if the rat race faced
A frozen collective motivation
And left, in homes of old dust and bug bones
Had time slow and months drawl-l-l-l
From scampering lives and days of glorious business
From rafter to rafter from morsel of food
And jump, climbing, chewing, rushing,
Collecting, working, twitching and talking,
Came a rumble in the ground
A subtle rumble
And ears pressed for a moments of rest
All stopped

Days sloped to drops and walks were all that they've got
The world shrank as the reach of our so small arms was found
All listening to the rumble in the ground
Now clocks tick timidly
And each second drips like dew from a leaf
The hours pass by like a falling piece
Of a tree's seed
And that's all we see.

With our glassy eyes when time stops to fly
With all of nature wondering why
The park goers and wildflower smellers
Left the home of birds, bugs, and frogs
To be enveloped by a timeless fog
And only be able to watch.

We watch nature as the tick of a clock.
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Wings

By Mia Hoppel

The frog sings
To the blossoms

The smoke of the
Fireplace
Joins the morning haze

She left
Her music on

Cold snow pellets kiss
The frozen earth
And say “I love you”

Termites move in together
Living next to us
Inside our little house

The mountain
Cannot hug
The meadow

The purple sky
Is deep
This is when the bat soars

She can no longer see
Her reflection

A little boat travels
Through an autumn mist

Deep in the woods
The old moon wakes
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The paintings
Come alive
In silence

A bird will always fly
As long as it has wings
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Seasons

By Sahar Palgy

Summer comes.
It’s the season for the pool.
So hot and sunny.
Summer, no school.

Then comes fall.
A leaf falls from a tree.
It’s fall; get ready for winter.
Falling leaves is what you’ll see.

Now it’s winter.
On your hands mittens are what you wear.
So cold, so crisp.
Snow is everywhere.

Finally it’s spring.
The smells of flowers are in the air.
Time to plant.
Flowers are everywhere.
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Wild Pandas

By Evelyn Allen

Wild pandas are found primarily in China. They are native to south central
China, in the bamboo forests of the mountains.

They eat over 99% bamboo, but occasionally other grasses, and wild tubers.
Since they belong to the order of Carnivora, they sometimes even eat meat in the
form of birds, rodents, or carrion.

Wild pandas are endangered as a result of farming and deforestation. They are
being driven out of the lowland areas where they usually live.
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Dill

By Ashriel Vedder

Set in motion years since past
Set into the hardy grass
Set to win every appeal
Set to fall within my meal
Set to grow up way too high
Set to snap, brown, and to die
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Observation in Isolation

By Daniel Hoover

As I walk with the designated radius of separation in mind,
My own flesh is my own undoing.
So, I simply reduce myself to my senses,
as an intangible avatar of observation.
There are few to dissuade me
as I tread where the absent motors would.

The wildlife is multiplied by an unmeasured number.
The robins feed free and the cardinals perch bold
ignoring my lonely eye.

The silence of sapiens is drowned by the wild
while crickets sing high and crows yell coarse
ignoring my lonely eye.

The food web changes, as populations grow.
The squirrels are suddenly preyed on by cats roaming free
ignoring my lonely eye.

Soon, the heavenly opaque recedes, shadows sharpen
and sapiens emerges.
The paths fill
the wild retreats
along with my lonely eye.
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May

By Mia Hoppel

Her world is full of hope, rolling hills of goals and wishes
On which she staked her claim.
A world in lush, full, mountain ranges
Where she planted her feet and
Never let them up again.
These, hers, are no barren plains,
These are hills upon hills of happiness,
That she chose to die on.
She is a stubborn mindscape
That blooms with all the yearning of spring.
She bursts out from the rain, the hail, full and shining
Flowers at her feet, music in her hair,
And she brings her self-willed world
Where it is always evening, it is always ripe, it is always
A hot and dry Pacific Northwest summer night.

Every day she is the evening; just before sunset; when the world is at its best.

For if you are outside in the evening, it’s like you are just
Basking in warmth and light and
You’ve just gotten back from a summer day; hot and smelling of chlorine;
Heated enough from your sunburn to nap without a blanket-
And it’s August. And you are just choking on summer. Just drowning in the overripe
fruit and overgrown vines.
This; this small window of summer; it exists every day, in the evening.
The evening makes everything beautiful, everything it touches becomes radiant, even
The white plastic siding on the houses glows like gold
When this sun kisses it,
Drawing its best colors forth for the evening.
She is the evening sun.
This golden, glorious time;
That tastes like sun tea and smells like laundry fresh off the line;
That makes you want to throw open your windows and sing;
To climb out onto the roof and sunbathe.
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And then the evening passes, gone again until tomorrow night.
Is it fleeting?
Of course.
But it comes gold and glowing every day, nonetheless.
She is not so short, she is here for a full thirty-one days.

Here she is:
Glowing and headstrong and totting stubborn hope,
Smiling and saying, “It’s okay,” Her voice rich as honey
“Just come and lay out in the sun, in the fields, this warm spring day,”
Her promises drip into the crick and begin to overflow.
I hear her voice calling out and echoing, around her mountains-out-of-
molehills,
Reverberating with ironclad will.
And I must listen; I must go.
Outside, in the grass, close my eyes, and let the evening pass.

You hear her, too, her loud voice-
When that warm almost-summer breeze
Carries her past your house.
And you feel a little a hope; a little glow; because, well,
There she is, sure as anything, it’s May.
So maybe this will all work out okay.
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My 2020 Garden

By Saarang Anand

Although my garden is only a few weeks old, there are at least four
plants almost creating a canopy on the table. If I was to shrink onto the table
it would be like trees covering my eyes from seeing the ceiling. Three pots
have plain soil with seeds. The saplings are still growing to be adults. The
saplings have been planted in my raised bed made of cinder blocks. The
saplings include eggplants, tomatoes, butter beans, and okra.

I filled the bottom of the raised bed with cardboard and leaves and hay.
The rest was topsoil. I completed half of the first and second layer of the
brick raised bed. I could not do much with the brick raised bed because of
the rain.

All the plants in the raised bed except for the beans are still saplings. The
butter beans are tall—so tall that they are peeping out of the net that was
placed on the bed to prevent deer and other creatures from getting in. The
black eyed peas were planted only a few days ago. They have not yet grown
into saplings, but they have probably germinated. The cilantro is growing
bigger and bigger day by day and hour by hour. However, it is growing so
big that it is not able to keep itself stable. (i.e., it is not able to grow straight.
It is falling out of the pot like a pumpkin creeper. Some box grown potatoes
have already grown a little; most of them have not grown because I planted
the potato almost three feet under ground.

The garden is filled with pots of mini-saplings growing. The cinder-
block-raised-bed is still developing, but I am quite sure that it will be a lush
green forest of eggplants, carrots, potatoes and many other vegetables.



Next Season

By Owen Healy

Next season
In its shivering wait
For fear from seeing
The months preluded
Timid summer

In sanguine height
Held in current
The summer waits
For
Time unmoving
But
Weeks pass months
A forever breath
Everyone holds
Close to heart
In hope
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Nonna’s Geranium Jungle

By Mia Hoppel

All winter the terracotta pots sit empty,
Wanting; they line the front porch, the railing and the deck
In the backyard; flowers would grow there soon.
The cold winter winds beat against their sides, and though they
Shivered, piled under snow, in hail, toppled over, the dirt left in the bottom freezing
and
Cracking and sometimes breaking- the pots always lasted till spring.
When spring comes, the pots at Nonna’s house are filled, with flowers that
Bloom red.
Little clusters, like the valves of a heart, perched on the top of a bright green stem;
The red flowers at my Nonna’s house would last till fall comes, then the pots are
emptied
Left waiting and wanting again.
I waited with the empty pots for the flowers that would be planted
There. In late spring, when the red bunches came,
The yard became alive.
The birds would sing, the garden would bloom, and dance, like a little jungle
In our backyard.
There were trailing, growing, vines that covered the fences and
Beneath the deck, the trees, the flowers,
Even in our urban area,
There was an animal kingdom.
The butterflies fluttered about in the wings of the butterfly bush and lay
Eggs on the fennel and rue. A possum family lived,
Just out of sight, and squirrels nested in the great maple tree.
As soon as the red blossoms came, the whole yard
Remembered itself, it woke up, and then let us in.
My cousin and I would take wooden spoons and
Gather jampotfuls of the flowers, red like cherry popsicles
And mix them with water and seeds and dirt
We’d tell each other we were witches, working over cauldrons
Mixing magic poisons out of sap and stones and sticks. And the geraniums,
When crushed up,
Produced such a lovely red, like blood in the murky water,
That how could we resist
Daring each other to take a sip?
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I haven’t been to visit in quite a few months’ time.
Now, when I see my cousin, I on the sidewalk,
She on the porch- We don’t try and mix poisons,
Or dare each other to drink juice made of sticks and dirt.
The geraniums are there, in the garden store,
So, I buy four pretty-looking ones for my Nonna’s house and
Leave on the steps by her front door.
Although there’s an abundance of birds, vines, and butterflies
The whole thing is lacking, without the red flowers that
I’ve brought, and though it looks more correct now
With the geraniums in their jungle in their terracotta pots,
It’s not at all welcoming; the garden’s
For itself now. Not for us. Not for my cousin and me.

Drawing by Mia Hoppel
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Hubert

By Ashriel Vedder

Walking through the park, Hubert looked up at the tall, strong trees, their
skin rough and dark, with their heavy arms digging into the ground. The green
plant coating of the fields around Hubert swam with tiny life, more than any he
saw anywhere in the city. Little striped bugs flew through the carpet-like plants
of the field. Turning back to the tree, he stared down at the little pod-like things
laying at the base of the huge tree.

Leaning down, he picked up a small, hard pod. It had what looked like a
small hat, and a protrusion on the bottom which hurt as it pressed into his finger.
Looking down at the floor around the tree, he saw dozens of little pods, in
various stages of disrepair. He realized he hadn’t the faintest clue what they did.
He presumed the tree produced them, but for what purpose? All they seemed to
do was fall apart in the dirt below him.

Hubert leaned down, picking up a couple more, questing with his fingers for
ones that looked untouched. He resolved to take them home, and maybe take a
look into the historical archives with his Screen. Slipping them into his pocket,
he walked briskly to the edge of the Nature Dome, stepping out into the narrow
corridors of the city beyond.

***

Later at home after work, Hubert sat on a seat, staring into his Screen. The
home of the Archive was hard to access; no one maintained the home it stayed
in. After searching for a number of minutes, Hubert almost decided to go to
sleep: he was already several minutes past the recommended resting point.
While he was toying with the idea in his head, suddenly his Screen managed to
connect to the Archive home. Excitedly, he entered “Nature” to the search bar.
What looked like thousands upon thousands of results swam into view, in neat,
alphabetical rows. Hubert exhaled, partly in elation at having gotten somewhere,
and partly in defeat. How was he supposed to skim through the incredible
amount of data displayed here? He didn’t even know the darn thing’s name!

At that moment, he heard a quiet metallic thud from the home next to his.
He stared at his wall, thinking about his neighbor, Keren. She knew how to use
Screens like no one else. And evidently, she was still awake.
Hubert quickly scurried up to Keren’s door, pressing energetically into the door-
alert. After a few seconds, it inched open.

“Yes? Hi? Is that you, Hubert?” a dark mass of tangled hair showed itself at
the door-edge.

“I am! I need some help..?” Hubert raised his glowing Screen, gesturing
towards it with a hopeful expression on his face. This wasn’t the first time he
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had asked his neighbor for Screen help.
Keren opened the door wider, and ushered him in. “What now? Did you forget

your access words again?” Keren said, pulling off her shoes. She had clearly only
just gotten home.

“No. Not that. I’m sorry, but I’m trying to get the Archive to work and I simply
don’t know what to search!”

Keren was typing into her kitchen, setting it to brew some hot drink. She
grimaced. “Simply. I hear people using that word all the time, as if you can stick it
before any word and believe it to have meaning! What a pointless word. I think it
should be written out for the next generation. Words ought to be useful!”

Hubert rocked back and forth on his heels uncomfortably, hoping Keren had
entered for two drinks. She had.

While they sat on kitchen seats, sipping from cups, Keren turned to him. “What
is it you were searching for?”

Hubert reached into his clothes-pocket, pulling out the little pod. “I’m trying to
figure out why the trees in the nature dome make these. I think it must be on the
Archive somewhere, but when I search ‘Nature’ I get millions of results!”

Keren eyed the pod untrusting, as if it might spring to life on her kitchen surface
and attack. “Of course you do. The Archive’s search isn’t like the Screen’s. It
doesn’t even know what you’re thinking. It’s probably showing you everything it
contains about nature.”

Hubert frowned, glancing down at the screen. “How does anybody find
anything on it, then? Seems useless.”

Keren chuckled dryly, putting down her now empty cup. “It’s a very old system.
You just have to be exact. Do you know what the tree looks like?”

“Yes. Sort of brownish, with little green flakes all over its arms.” Keren
frowned, leaning over the screen. “People in the 21st century had many useless
words. I’ve found a profile on old-age tree words. It looks like your flakes are called
‘leaves’.”

Hubert frowned. Leave was a word meaning “to go away from.” How did that
relate to the little flakes covering the trees in the nature dome? But then he
remembered how the bio dome would get cold, for what seemed like no reason at
all. He rarely visited it then. But when he did, he remembered seeing the leaves
scattered across the field, having turned a bright red-yellow. They had left the trees;
it’s what they did. What an unusual point of view people had back then.

Keren’s voice cut through his thoughts. “I did a picture search on tree’s leaves
and limited it to trees that are still preserved. Do you recognize any of these?”
About two dozen results were scattered across the screen.

A longer, many pointed leave stood out to Hubert. “There! That’s the tree!”
Keren smiled triumphantly, leaning down and tapping on the result. An image of

a tree very similar to the one in the biodome just minutes from them appeared in a
bad-quality image, next to a block of text. It was titled “Oak”. “O-Ak?” Keren said.
“What an unusual name. I would have named it by the amount of points on its
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‘leaves.’”. Below that title was a gigantic navigation-list, showing thousands
of little blue mini-sections. Hubert was only interested in the simplified,
master-sections.

“Scroll through the images! Let's see if the pod’s there!” Hubert cried,
leaning close behind Kerens shoulder.

Both of them leaned towards the screen, Hubert intent on solving the
mystery of the O-Ak, and Keren invested in breaking down the inscrutable
way the Archive was organized.

Suddenly, Hubert saw his prize. Glancing back at the pod in his hand, he
pointed to an image. “There!”

Keren tapped the image, and its description swelled to fill the screen,
before she leaned backwards victoriously. “I knew I could find it. An…
acorn! That’s what it is.”

Hubert closely scanned the lines of information. “Yes, but what is it for?”
he said, hungrily.

Keren suddenly stood up, having lost all interest in the matter after
solving the technical issue. Hubert glanced up at her. She had wanted to be a
Screener, but was not accepted as she never passed brain testing for the
training. Instead she became an oxygen worker, helping to operate a near
completely automatic machine system. She had little interest outside of the
inner workings of automachines and screen systems.

Smiling, Hubert stood. “The help was good, Keren. I was happy you
could do this for me.” Keren gave a noncommittal grunt as she placed the
cups into the kitchen storage. Hubert walked to the
door, before pausing. “I’ll tell you what they do next time I see you.”

Keren nodded, already waking up her own screen. “Rest good, Hubert.”
In his home, Hubert sat down on his bed with the Screen, silently

absorbing the contents of the Archive. It seemed that somehow, the huge tree
managed to construct itself from the tiny acorn seed, over the course of
several years. This seemed impossible to Hubert. How can something be
made by something smaller than itself? “Of course..” he whispered under his
breath. The trees grew like a young tube did, unfolding and expanding until
it broke out as a fully grown human. But trees.. .Trees were far older than the
tubes! People used to recreate like animals only half a dozen decades ago!
Maybe tubes… were some sort of acorn themselves? Could the mechanics be
a recreation of the simple tree he saw every day in the nature dome?

These thoughts tumbled around his mind as he lay in bed, exciting
him. Falling asleep seemed miles away. Why wasn’t any of this taught? It
was incredible! But slowly and surely the calming aura of the mind-calm
unit in his bed lulled Hubert to a quiet, dreamless night.
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Metamorphosis

By Samantha Holden

Liberation!
Freedom!
Rejection of your former self!
The embodiment of internal growth,
to crawl outside yourself, leave behind
your shell,
your skin,
your past,
digest the husk of your history
and fly away on unburdened wings

Painting by Samantha Holden
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Scavenger Hunt

By Sebastian Esquivel

I was at the beach in Maine. When I went into the cold water, I felt
rocks under my feet and rough shells. As I walked out of the water, my
feet touched the sandy beach, and all the millions of small grains of
sand stuck to my feet. As I floated on the water in a tube, I looked up
and saw the blue sky and a red line that divided Maine from New
Hampshire.

When we first arrived at the campground, it was pretty boring. We
had to wait in the car as my mom went inside to sign the papers with an
ink pen. Later that day, we were in our cabin. I really liked our cabin.
There was a medium bed in one room., a nice bathroom, and a kitchen.
The space was very open. The moment you walked in you would see
the doors, bunk beds, and a loft. That was my loft. It was pretty
awesome. I slept on a bed, on a mat. The only problem was that there
were spiders, and they freaked me out. My grandfather scared them
away. Later that night, I played with my army men in the loft. They
were the only toys I brought along. I also enjoyed fishing with my
family and playing laser tag. It was a very fun camping trip.
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Rain

By Owen Healy

Bothersome drip of anti-sun
And rolling bunches of angry resistance
Of the sunlight palace in the sky
Oh, how it falls, for green joyous dances,
For the roots of the subjects
Collect the rebels ammo water
But monkeys stay hidden
In mammalia flavored fear
‘Till the time that they have ridden
Ending is coming near.
It makes us sad to live without
The cause of the drought
In our hayfever-laided stockholm feelings
For the brightness that rises
To show us the world
And all of its guises.
Ride out the rain…
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Playful Fillies

By Lydia Allen

The dark bay filly, Buttercup, butted her mother’s dappled grey
flank eagerly. She had just finished drinking and wanted to play. Her mother
Diamond though, just wanted to take a nap in the heat of the midday sun.
Finally giving up, Buttercup trotted off to find her friend, Stardust, a
palomino filly in the same herd as she was. Stardust had just finished
drinking too, and happily cantered after her as they raced in circles around
their mothers and some of the other older mares.

After a while, the pair of fillies dashed off to the beach, where they
kicked up sand with their hooves, and splashed in the waves. Then, Stardust
spotted several seagulls by the shore a few feet away from them. She and
Buttercup galloped over to the gulls as fast as they could, scattering them
and watching as they flew off into the bright blue sky.

The two little fillies had gone back to playing and splashing each other,
when Buttercup uncovered a creature in the sand. It was a hermit crab with
a beautiful white and black speckled shell. She nosed it playfully, but it
pinched her on the nose. Ouch! Buttercup quickly rubbed her nose on her
flank, which made it feel a little better, but after that she and Stardust went
back to the herd. They’d both had enough adventures for one day.

Back at the herd Buttercup’s mother nickered to her and nuzzled her
affectionately as she drank her milk before lying down to rest after her
exciting day.
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Window View

By Mia Hoppel

I know every wasp and butterfly.

I know every plant on the neighbor’s porches,
I know every crack in the pavement outside,
I know who weeds their sidewalk,
And who lets the flowers grow;
I know it all.
Every corner of my corner of the sky, I know.

I know every cloud that passes by,
And every voice that’s carried on the wind;

I know the tree that bloomed two months ago,
I know the ones that are up a hill and far away and
The one that still can’t be bothered to grow;

I know which birds are nesting here,
And which are flying past;

I know which cat belongs to which house
And who forgot to put out their trash.
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I know how many squares are on the pavement, up and down my
street
(it’s 28)
I know the colors of the sky at night,
When it rains,
When it suns,
When’s 75 degrees and
When it’s 38.

I know how many times a week it hails,
I know every neighbor’s baby by the way it wails.

I know what hour of day it is, by how the sunlight hits the roof,
Though it’s nighttime, most of the time, when I’m awake.

I know every cricket and slug, bearing summer’s warning,
I know the moths on the wall and
The roaches on the floor and
The little spider trying to make a web, just outside the bathroom
door.

I am thick as thieves with all these;
I know them all by name,
And they,
The same.

We are the ecosystem of my bedroom window,
The biosphere within these rectangular planes,
The intimately familiar community
That lives inside this achingly small
Portion of the sky.
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ATempest For Trees

By Owen Healy

Spring is the sea of tranquility.
Of birds and flowers and buds on trees,
New sprouts, and old ones again,
Of shade, and new sun,
A garden of tranquil pretend,
It flows until the next dawn.
But plants are hungry and eat up the sun
The trees are greedy with green
The land swells with life but in need
Of drink and food and the sun.
So as the plants pull
At the sunbeams and soil
The heavens now open up to them.
On days when they eat, in a feast, break the heat,
The air whispers a warning
It whips at the ankles of walkers
And day is suddenly night
With promises told of cold water
A wave of clouds crashes in!
A tempest for trees!
We are lost in the din,
The skies will erupt,
Too much to soak in.
And here lies the flip coin of spring,
One second the air is so calm,
Then the other way the world swings.
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Dandylion Rock

By Ashriel Vedder

I ain’t lyin
when i say
i really don’t mind
seeing you
green never really was my yard’s color
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ABotanist’s Guide to Flowers and Weeds

By Mia Hoppel

What’s the difference between a weed
And a flower?

A flower has too much sun, too little sun,
Not enough water, not enough mulch.
A flower has delicate leaves and fickle petals and
Too much water, too much mulch.
A flower only grows where you put it, and never how you want it.

But how is it different from a weed, you ask?

Well,
A weed takes the sun -whatever it is-
And the water -however much-
And grows -however, wherever- it wants.

They grow in the dirt, in the cracks in the pavement,
They grow from any soil,
In toil, in strife
On the beak of a bird
Flicked off a kitchen knife.

You don’t want them?
They don’t care.
A weed will grow anywhere.

Up through your floors,
Out of your hair,
One sprout, a forest, overgrown or mown,
Know this: one way or another, the weeds will be there.
Everywhere.

Rain or shine,
No mulch,
No dirt,
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A weed doesn’t care.
It’s not a flower simply because it’s anywhere.

In the sewers, in the stores,
Sprouting from your toes
Dripping out of your nose
Growing,
Climbing,
Clumping,
Little and weak
Ugly and bored.

Unlike a flower, it is there
Always there.
Always everywhere.

Drawing by Mia Hoppel
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Old Homes

By Samantha Holden

Creaking is synonymous with,
endemic to,
old homes.

The squeals of unoiled hinges,
the groans of uneven floorboards,
the creaking of its bones
reverberating,
echoing,
as the house settles
under the weight of its own age.

Yet, walking under a line of trees
I hear
creaking, groaning, squealing,
echoing in the wind,
emitting from the trees.

And I remember,
trees are synonymous with,
endemic to,
homes.

As termites carve living rooms into soft wood,
and squirrels haphazardly make beds
between boughs,
and birds nestle
within twiggy nurseries.

What I mean to say is,
today I heard the creaking of old homes
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Surprise

By Sebastian Esquivel

We are in quarantine right now, but two months ago we found something
really surprising. We were walking in the woods at Kitchen’s Lane. I had my
mom’s phone and I was using it to find geocaches. I navigated it, and it took
me to an old tree. We looked all around and we could not see it. We gave up.
We were going to leave, when my sister slipped, and she slid down the hill.
When she got up, there was an old ammo box with a geocache symbol on it.
We opened it up. There were a whole bunch of little things inside. My sister
took a bracelet. I took an Eagles mini-figure. We then replaced the box with
some other little toys.
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Painting by Alyssa Avery
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Caring for Animals

By Lianna Cody

Caring for animals
Is caring for life

Just as we love people
We should love animals

For they are other living creatures
Another piece of earth
Who possesses emotion

And wants to live
Like we do

So give your heart to them
When they need it

Be delicate
Be loving

And once you have done just that
You have found your place

In this precious world
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Mother Earth

By Owen Healy

In the ring for a trillion years
Arms up as the crowd cheers
With hands aloft and opponent wild
Their greasy skin and smoky smile

It strikes and strikes her to no avail
Telling its old rusty tale
Our great fighter stands alone
Blue eyes, green hair are quite unknown
And watches as wicked strikes
Course not but little strife
They glance and bounce upon her skin
But cannot hurt the heart within

The crowd gazes but does not see
And fells another tree
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Eyes of a Tree

By Owen Healy

I open to the gusty field
From grassy steps along the dead
From busy road and wooded cross
And windy path of hidden house
From fields surround suburban road
And schools and libraries and homes
And from before the road again
Is my house my food my home my bed.

From these that led to winded field
Here I am the ground is real
And bumpy too with rocks and soil
I have a while to walk I know
But in the wind and bluest skies
A horizon cap, a friend, a tree
it sits upon the sunny scene
And beacons with bark as old as the dirt
But full and clothed with new life buds
Surrounded again with dead old clothes
It wore the season cycle before now
To make a carpet that waits for my feet
So walk I go to the single tree woods
And arrive in its blanket of shade

From arrive time to rise time I get up from rest
And leave the tree that gave to me
My needed spot to stop and see
The world now through the eyes of a tree
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Painting by Samantha Holden
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Inspiration

By Daniel Hoover

Triplets of tulips
Vegetate in vert verdure
sprouting ‘side shed stones
blooming in beautiful blush
of silky snow and scarlet
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Stagnation

By Owen Healy

Imagine if the rat race faced
A frozen collective motivation
And left, in homes of old dust and bug bones
Had time slow and months drawl-l-l-l
From scampering lives and days of glorious business
From rafter to rafter from morsel of food
And jump, climbing, chewing, rushing,
Collecting, working, twitching and talking,
Came a rumble in the ground
A subtle rumble
And ears pressed for a moment of rest
All stopped

Days sloped to drops and walks were all that they had
The world shrank as the reach of our so small arms was found
All listening to the rumble in the ground
Now clocks tick timidly
And each second drips like dew from a leaf
The hours pass by like a falling piece
Of a tree's seed
And that's all we see.

With our glassy eyes when time stops to fly
With all of nature wondering why
The park goers and wildflower smellers
Left the home of birds, bugs, and frogs
To be enveloped by a timeless fog
And only be able to watch.

We watch nature as the tick of a clock.
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Paper Butterflies

By Mia Hoppel

Watch the paper butterflies.

They will never know the sky-
The ceiling is their home
And there they fly
And fly
And fly-

When I’m stuck in bed
I watch the little orange wings
Beat against winds from the ceiling fan
Never knowing that
They’re not natural, that
They’re not free,
Just like me.

I made butterflies that can’t fly.

I watch them try but
They can never flutter away
They’re trapped in my ceiling’s sky,
There to stay.

Drawing by Mia Hoppel
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Notes on Contributors

Evelyn Allen is 12, loves pandas, horses, and cats, and likes to write stories about animals in their natural
habitats. Her favorite book series isWarriors, by Erin Hunter. She has an adorable, feisty black cat named
Sabrina (nicknamed Bri), who likes to interrupt her by purring whenever she's writing or drawing. Evelyn lives
with her family in Montgomery County, Pennsylvania.

Lydia Allen is 14, loves reading, and has been riding horses and ponies since she was 4 years old. She first read
the bookMisty of Chincoteague when she was about eight, and she and her family visited Chincoteague Island
for the first time in April 2019. She decided to base the foals in her story on the beautiful and adorable ponies
she saw there. Lydia wants to be an author when she's older, and has already started writing her first two books.
Lydia lives in Montgomery County, Pennsylvania with her family.

Saarang Anand lives in Devon, PA and is eleven years old. He loves composing works of fiction. He is an avid
reader himself and an ardent fan of stories like The Hobbit. He is a prize-winning Veena player (ancient exotic
Indian string instrument) and, additionally, is learning an ancient Indian language called Sanskrit. Of late, he has
developed an affinity for robotics and is beginning to get actively involved in projects to build and program
automatons.

Alyssa J. Avery is a sixth grader at the University Scholars Program in West Chester. She loves basketball,
poetry, drawing, reading, and music. When she is not playing, writing, drawing, reading, or singing, she loves to
watch her favorite sports teams on TV. Some of her favorite things to draw are animals, people, shoes, Disney
characters, and more. Alyssa is an outgoing person who likes to have fun.

Lianna Cody is a homeschooled high school student who resides in Pennsylvania. She earned a black belt in
Taekwondo and is currently training in Brazilian Jiu Jitsu. In her spare time, she enjoys reading, writing,
coloring, drawing, and taking car trips.

Sebastian Esquivel is soon to be 11 years old. He was born in Pennsylvania. He likes to scooter and skateboard.
He also enjoys playing on his X-box. Sebastian is homeschooled. He lives with his parents and younger sister.
This summer, he looks forward to playing in a friend's pool and going camping with his family.

Owen Healy is 17 years old and lives in Spring City, Pennsylvania. He has been practicing poetry for three or
four years now and has recently created his own collection. His favorite poets are T.S. Eliot, Robert Frost, Emily
Dickinson, and Edgar Allan Poe. His favorite poem is “Rhapsody on a Windy Night” by T.S. Eliot. When not
writing poetry, he enjoys hiking, nature, and playing the piano.

Samantha Holden is a recently graduated homeschooler. She loves animals, especially her dogs and rabbit, and
has volunteered at the Philadelphia Zoo for the past four years. In her spare time, she enjoys reading, drawing,
and painting. In the fall she will be studying biology at Ursinus College.

Keilan Elise Holmes is a self-taught seventeen-year-old artist from Spring City, Pennsylvania. She started
teaching herself to draw at twelve years old and has been working for the past five years to improve her skills.
Her hobbies include photography, reading, watching movies, and traveling.

Daniel Hoover enjoys learning about literature and astronomy, hiking in the woods, and reflecting on
small absurdities. His current favorite author is Terry Pratchett, but he is open for suggestions as to the next
candidate. He has recently graduated 12th grade after about 18 and a half years of homeschooling and is heading
to Lafayette College in the fall.
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Mia Hoppel is a homeschooled sixteen year old living in Philadelphia. Generally, Mia writes fantasy
and science fiction but has recently enjoyed writing poetry. Some of her favorite authors are Oscar
Wilde, Malinda Lo, Agatha Christie, Jacqueline Woodson, and Mary Oliver. She practices art of all
kinds, from writing, to painting and digital art, to theatre, to cooking. She enjoys all of these as forms
of self expression, and as ways to make the world just a little bit more beautiful.

Eva Mussari is 13 years old and has been homeschooling for 8 years. She enjoys all things creative,
especially dancing, singing, writing, and watercolor painting. She also enjoys being outdoors.
Ricketts’s Glen State Park in Pennsylvania is one of her favorite places to visit. Snuggling with her cat
is a favorite pastime. She is a voracious reader and currently enjoys fantasy fiction. She hopes to travel
to Paris when she is older.

Almog Palgy Sela is six years old. His favorite animal is the bison. He also loves fireflies. That is why
he drew one.

Sahar Palgy Sela is eight (almost nine) years old. She loves to ice skate and do arts and crafts. She
lives in Pennsylvania.

Ashriel Vedder is a 17-year-old student living and working out of Spring City, Pennsylvania. When he
isn't working at his prestigious position at the local Wendy's, he's writing, gardening, or sometimes
sleeping. While Ashriel enjoys writing fantasy fiction, poetry is a special passion for him. Some of his
favorite poets include Edgar Allen Poe, Kwame Dawes, and Maya Angelou.
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Drawing by Almog Palgy Sela
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